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Recuperating the Virtual Past Through Recollection: 

Wordsworth’s “Immortality Ode” 

Rachael Cameron 

This essay offers a close reading of Wordsworth�s poem, �Ode: Intima-
tions of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood,� published in 
1807.1 It responds to Beth Lau�s invitation for �literary scholars to join in the 
interdisciplinary dialogue on the workings of memory and apply its impor-
tant findings to new ways of reading Wordsworth�s poetry.�2 The �Immortal-
ity Ode� was selected for analysis because it identifies and describes a 
problem in memory, which is: where has a past creative power gone? The 
poem asks if this revelatory power is totally gone, or if it can be partially re-
cuperated. As a first response the adult narrator resituates, in order to re-
cover, lost or forgotten powers. In this proposition, Wordsworth balances 
complete loss and profound forgetting by constructing relations that associ-
ate past/virtual with present/actual selves. This joining of a self with an 
Other (non-self) is a model of romantic subjectivity. The poem�s second 
proposition is that gaps in an individual�s life (what is lost with the passing 
of time) can be bridged by memory. Returning (in memory or fact) to the 
places of the past produces interconnected relations, which establishes a 
sense of belonging in the world. In this proposition, past contents of mem-
ory are creatively transformed through recall and retrospective reflection. 
Wordsworth�s recuperation of the past is, however, equivocal. The two 
propositions of the poem are held in a dynamic tension because the past 
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cannot be literalised in the present (if so memory is concrete or actual). In 
addition, if the gaps in an individual�s lived experience cannot be bridged, 
the self is not continuous, and memory is redundant.  

 
The argument of this essay is that the past the �Immortality Ode� re-

covers is a virtual (i.e., potential) world in part, shaped, by the processes 
used to recall it. Recollection is defined as the act of recovering of the past. 
Recollection can, furthermore, involve: 

the recovery of knowledge or sensation which one had before. [It 
can also be, as in the ancient art of memory, a search entailing a] 
deliberate attempt to find one�s way among the contents of memory, 
hunting among its contents for what one is trying to recollect.3  

For Wordsworth, writing in �Essays upon Epitaphs,� memory is �memorial�:  

The mighty Benefactors of mankind, as they are not only known by 
the immediate Survivors, but will continue to be known familiarly to 
latest Posterity, do not stand in need of biographic sketches � This 
is already done by their actions, in the Memories of Men.4 

As memory ensures the permanence of a record, Wordsworth aligns it with 
immortality. In this poem, lost, forgotten or absent contents are recovered 
through virtual operations of recollection that reconcile memory with death 
and �transitory things.�5 This concern with absence enables intimations of 
unreality, as well as immortality, through recall: 

I confess, with me the conviction is absolute, that if the impression 
and sense of death were not thus counterbalanced [by internal evi-
dences of love and immortality anterior to memory], such a hollow-
ness would pervade the whole system of things, such a want of cor-
respondence and consistency, a disproportion so astounding betwixt 
means and ends, that there could be no motions of the life of love; 
and infinitely less could we have any wish to be remembered after 
we had passed away from a world in which each man had moved 
about like a shadow.6 

For this reason, I contend Wordsworth recuperates the past by making 
memory virtual.  

I define the virtual, as it pertains to Wordsworth�s account of memory, 
in two ways. As the poem�s, �worlds not realised� (146) and �vanishings / 
Fallings from us� (144-5) are positioned in the register of the possible, the 
virtual is defined as, �real not concrete,� potential not actual.7 The second 
definition, inherited from the medieval memory tradition defines the virtual 
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(from the noun, virtue) as reflecting exemplary qualities via images of vir-
tues and vices. This iconography provided moral guidance to society on 
how to avoid punishments in the afterlife. To be understood by a pre-
literate audience these medieval mnemonic images had to be, �ideal with-
out being abstract.�8 The �Immortality Ode�s� symbols similarly reflect me-
dieval (i.e., connotative of order) ideal qualities, which are in this instance, 
absent, lost, forgotten or missing. 

The poem�s recovered past is in part shaped by operations of recollec-
tion when its adult narrator focalises (i.e., brings into, and out of, focus) a 
symbol of childhood. I use the term symbol deliberately, as the child that in-
timates profound truths in memory is not a realist depiction, but is con-
ceived according to an individual, internally generated reality. This symbol 
is a cogent example of Wordsworth�s use of language as an, �incarnation of 
thought.�9 The focalisation of this symbol facilitates the adult narrator�s 
staging of a dialogue that conflates the earth�s primitive past with an ar-
chaic, personal past. In a late comment on the �Immortality Ode� (in the 
1843 notes dictated to Isabella Fenwick), Wordsworth stated:  

Archimedes said that he could move the world if he had a point 
whereon to rest his machine. Who has not felt the same aspiration 
as regards the world of his own mind? (533) 

I contend the symbol of childhood is the �Archimedean point� on which the 
�Immortality Ode�s� account of memory is grounded. In this poem, perma-
nent truths of memory are impressed upon the child via his communion 
with an atavistic, quasi-divine cosmic world. The adult narrator�s capacity to 
visualise this child-cosmos union generates a temporally limited glimpse 
into this primitive past. The adult�s recovery of this absolute, archaic past 
produces profound truths via recollection. This is because remembrance in 
Wordsworth�s conception is an original place where truths that humans are 
not aware of can be intuited. The union of child and cosmos thus facilitates 
the recovery of contents from the adult narrator�s personal past, just as the 
�Immortality Ode� recuperates the primitive and imaginative component of 
life, before it was lost in artifice, role-play, and the social status quo.10 The 
narrator who accesses these transcendent moments can perceive the fa-
miliar world anew. This is how the �Immortality Ode�s� intuitive truths, ini-
tially experienced in childhood and re-experienced in a diminished capacity 
in adulthood, are partially recuperated.  

The last contention of this essay is that by making memory virtual 
Wordsworth prefigures contemporary thinking about memory. Contempo-
rary memory research denies memory is a permanent video-recording of 
the past.11 Nor does it conceive memory as a permanently retained set of 
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objective truths that can be totally recovered (without distortion) through re-
call.12 Contemporary theories of memory instead emphasise the role of the 
subjective, the transformative, and the transitory in recollection. Similarly, in 
the 1805 Preface to Lyrical Ballads, Wordsworth stated that his aim was 
not to recall the past exactly. Instead: 

The emotion is contemplated till, by a species of re-action, the tran-
quillity gradually disappears, and an emotion, kindred to that which 
was before the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced, and 
does itself actually exist in the mind.13 

This suggests that for Wordsworth, emotions and imagination are actively 
involved in the formation, and retention, of sense impressions. Precipitated 
emotions are �kindred to that which was before the subject of contempla-
tion.� They are virtual or ideal, not actual. The mood of the adult in the �Im-
mortality Ode� evokes �memories consistent with that mood and also 
color[s] past memories, making them more in keeping with the present 
emotional state.�14 Wordsworth thus anticipates a tenet within the contem-
porary conceptualisation of memory, which is that �subsequent experience 
and reflection alter one�s impression of the past.�15 

—————————— 

In the following section I examine stanzas I-IV and V-IX, which de-
scribe the loss of a revelatory power or �visionary gleam� (141. 56). The 
first sentence of the epigraph: �The child is the father of the man� depicts 
child and adult selves as both connected and divided (139). Childhood is 
thus constructed as a precondition for adulthood, yet, the adult is separated 
from its childhood self by the passage of time. The self is thus no longer (as 
in Locke�s seventeenth-century view) predicated on its continued existence 
over time. The register of the potential is then introduced through the ex-
pression of a possible wish: �And I could wish my days to be / Bound each 
to each by natural piety� (139). This statement expresses a hope that the 
relations connecting the child, the cosmos, nature, and the adult be rein-
stated to restore lost continuities. The complicated transactions in the poem 
between the self, imagination and nature are organised around the meta-
phor that humans are children of nature. The human and non-human are 
thus linked; the human is nature�s �Foster-child� (142. 83). Nature is fur-
thermore a �homely Nurse� (142. 82) who induces imagination; if this oc-
curs the child develops and becomes independent of nature( this autonomy 
may however, be terrifying to the developing child because it signals a 
separation from a primary relation). Nature unifies the senses and grounds 
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the self in the physical reality of the world. Nature and the cosmos also 
substitute for parental (paternal/maternal) roles within the poem�s triadic re-
lations, comprising Earth Mother, Cosmic Father and Holy Child.16 In the 
�Immortality Ode� nature and the cosmos further recollect the past as inter-
nal, textual surrogates.17  

The first stanza introduces an ancient past, �There was a time,� barely 
remembered by the adult narrator (140. 1). The adult narrator can however, 
partially intuit earlier numinous visualisations of objects: �Apparelled in ce-
lestial light� (140. 4). The narrator compares these revelatory experiences 
to �The glory and freshness of a dream� (140. 5). The narrator positioned at 
the intersection of this mythic past and the intuitive adult reflection on it, 
can produce, and attempts to locate these previous visions. His efforts, 
�Turn whereso�er I may / By night or day,� (140. 7-8) prove ineffective as 
there is nothing in the present visual or aural field around which to orientate 
the self. The problem in memory is now fully defined as a failure. For the 
adult, there is no possibility of recovering these lost creative powers: �The 
things which I have seen I now can see no more� (140. 9). During the 
movement from this first (past-oriented), to the second (present-tense) 
stanza, the poem�s sensible floor (i.e., rose, waters) and cosmic roof (i.e., 
moon, heaven and stars) emerge. These perceptual symbols situated 
within a natural mnemonic system simulate the earth�s diurnal movement, 
as well as its influence upon natural phenomenon: �The Rainbow comes 
and goes, / And lovely is the Rose; / The Moon with delight / Looks round 
when the heavens are bare; / Waters on a starry night / Are beautiful and 
fair; / The sunshine is a glorious birth� (140. 10-16). The adult narrator sub-
sequently describes the lost creative power by referring to this overabun-
dant world (but laments that it is now missing), �But yet I know, where�er I 
go, / That there hath past away a glory from the earth� (140. 17-18).  

The third stanza denotes a relation to time and memory whereby the 
recollection of childhood memories is subject to adult forgetting. In this 
stanza, perceptual symbols are mimed via verbal/visual operations and 
their interacting noun/verb constructs, �the birds thus sing a joyous song, / 
And while the young lambs bound� (140. 19-20; italics mine). The narrator 
expresses his affective variance with this vitalistic, living world: �To me 
alone there came a thought of grief� (140. 22). The narrator then converts 
his grief to relief: �A timely utterance gave that thought relief, / and I am 
again strong� (140. 23-4). The alignment of human and non-human nature, 
�The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep,� (140. 25) affirms a prior 
relation of unity, which alters the narrator�s present mood: �No more shall 
grief of mine the season wrong� (140. 26). The depiction of May, �Thou 
Child of Joy� (140. 34), is introduced through an archaic register alluding to 
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literary traditions (and the past per se). The imaginative field is then 
enlarged to enable the virtual child and the actual adult to coexist. The nar-
rator�s request, �Shout round me, let me hear thy shouts, thou happy / 
Shepherd-boy!� (140. 35) indicates that the liminal symbol of the child has 
merged with the adult�s present. The ultimate value of the child is that its 
perception of the external world is unique, while its imaginative faculties dif-
fer radically from the (social) status quo. As the child�s perceptual and 
imaginative faculties reside at the intersection of known and unknown 
worlds, his ability to perceive virtual worlds is not as constrained as adults 
are by phenomenal objects or by society. The narrator moves this symbol 
to partially glimpse childhood�s primary modes of perception and imagina-
tion. 

In stanza four, the narrator mediates between adult and child selves 
by manipulating present aural and visual fields. The adult narrator claims 
he hears the Shepherd-boy: �I have heard the call / Ye to each other make� 
(141. 36-7). He later contends that he visualises the cosmos in interaction 
with the child: �I see / The heavens laugh with you in your jubilee� (141. 37-
8). Sensory perception is further expanded when the adult�s hearing and 
sight are combined and registered as a single, tactile, bodily sense: �The 
fullness of your bliss, I feel � I feel it all� (141. 41). Yet the intensity of this 
world continues to highlight a loss; for the narrator, something entirely un-
nameable remains missing. The recognition of this absence reanimates the 
symbols in stanza three�s May-season scene. Yet the past recalled in 
stanza three is transformed, as the field of vision incorporates not a singu-
lar, but plural symbols of childhood: �And the Children are culling � And 
the Babe leaps up on his Mother�s arm� (141. 45, 141. 49). This scene is 
abruptly interrupted by allusion to, �a Tree, of many, one / A single Field 
which I have looked upon / Both of them speak of something that is gone� 
(141. 51-3). The memory problem described in stanzas I-IV is now defined 
as, where are past revelatory visions, or creative powers located: �Whither 
is fled the visionary gleam? / Where is it now, the glory and the dream?� 
(141. 56-7). 

Stanzas V-VIII supply one answer to the problem defined in stanzas I-
IV. The proposition the poet goes on to make is that by forming relations 
with external reality humans can connect their otherwise disconnected 
selves. Yet the self that can be recovered by forming relations with external 
reality can also be lost. In Wordsworth�s account of memory, this occurs 
because adult experiences erase � through habit and social custom � the 
initial, profound truths felt during childhood: �Our birth is but a sleep and a 
forgetting� (141. 58). Social worlds will imprison the developing child, 
�Shades of the prison-house begin to close / Upon the growing Boy� (141. 
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67-8), who would otherwise retain the imaginative �light� (141. 70) of an 
original connection � the child is �Nature�s Priest� (142. 73) � with nature. 
Adults have lost contact with this primitive, imaginative perception of the 
world; their �vision splendid� (142. 74) has faded �into the light of common 
day� (142. 77). The imaginative power of the self that is to be continuous 
with nature � in stanza six the earth is a surrogate mother, whose lap pro-
vides sensory pleasures that nourish the child � can thus be lost through 
adult socialisation. Society induces this forgetfulness of human origins, 
�that imperial palace when he came� (142. 85). This reveals that the unity 
of the self, in Wordsworth�s account of memory, is built on disunity: the 
child and adult are divided. While a virtual (past/child) and actual (pre-
sent/adult) self can be provisionally unified via virtual operations of recall, 
this does not, and can not negate their former division.  

In stanza seven the adult narrator brings the child into and out of focus 
through animating words and gestures, such as �Behold� (142. 86) and 
�See� (142. 88, 142. 91). The narrator�s viewpoint is then directed to the 
child and its activities: �See, at his feet, some little plan or chart, / Some 
fragment from his dream of human life, / Shaped by himself with newly-
learned art� (142. 91-3). The child�s awareness of social rituals at this de-
velopmental stage, remain undifferentiated, �A wedding or a festival, A 
mourning or a funeral� (142. 94-5) are all the same. In time, the child�s 
world will be differentiated by adult/social responsibilities, �dialogues of 
business, love, or strife� (142. 99). The child will emerge onto a social stage 
of role-play and artifice; he has been preparing for this through his partici-
pation as an imitative actor, rehearsing adult social roles. These role re-
hearsals are a consequence of the child�s growing awareness of the exter-
nal world and his construction of future-oriented maps designed to incorpo-
rate him within that world.  

In stanza eight, the child is �centred� in a cosmos that communicates 
sacred, secret truths: �Thou best Philosopher, who yet dost keep / Thy heri-
tage, thou Eye among the blind / That, deaf and silent, read�st the eternal 
deep, / Haunted for ever by the eternal mind, / Mighty Prophet! Seer blest! / 
On whom those truths do rest� (143. 111-6). Wordsworth�s construction of 
the child as a Holy Innocent is confirmed when the child�s diminutive ap-
pearance is contrasted to the aggrandised powers of its soul: �Thou, whose 
exterior semblance doth belie / Thy Soul�s immensity� (143. 109-10). The 
child�s soul is immense because permanent truths of memory rest on it.18 
The child receives intuitive (Latin: intuērī, to look at, consider) truths as a 
consequence of the pressure exerted by cosmic reality upon his senses. 
When the cosmos�s quasi-divine forces exert this pressure (the poem�s 
term is �resting�), profound truths are imprinted in the child�s understanding. 
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This is why the Holy Child is glorious in the eternal mind of the cosmos. 
The child�s freedom, �thy being�s height� (143. 123), resides in its participa-
tion with this cosmic immensity.  

Wordsworth expressed his view on the relation of idiots and divinity in 
an 1802 letter: �I have often applied to Idiots, in my own mind, that sublime 
expression of scripture that, their life is hidden with God.�19 Yet this child is 
totally unaware that it contains the visionary knowledge of the world, or that 
its union produces truths within memory of value to the adult. It merely con-
tacts a primitive-natural world, productive of truths that adults search for, 
�which we are toiling all our lives to find,� but: �In darkness lost, the dark-
ness of the grave,� cannot find (143. 117). These intuitive truths are recov-
ered in the �Immortality Ode� after the limits of perception are reached and 
articulate meaning is suspended. The adult narrator then focalises the un-
ion of child and cosmos discovering this as a productive source for mem-
ory. The child�s joining with greatness (the sacred) produces sublime mo-
ments. The sublime�s essential claim is that humanity can �transcend the 
human.�20 In the� Immortality Ode,� this sublime moment � produced 
through the adult narrator�s visualisation of the child-cosmos union � en-
ables, �a burden (of the past, but not exclusively) � [to be] � lifted � [al-
lowing] � an influx of power.�21  

—————————— 

Stanzas IX-XI present a different answer to the problem of memory 
identified in the poem. These stanzas propose that gaps in an individual�s 
experience can be bridged by memory. I contend the �Immortality Ode� 
bridges these elisions in experience through the use of virtual (visual, ver-
bal and imaginative) operations in recollection. Anne Ferry has recently 
demonstrated that many of Wordsworth�s poems reinterpret, �what are per-
ceived to be more than ordinary natural events by substituting for divine 
revelation the mysterious perceptual effects of the phenomena we call opti-
cal illusions.�22 Wordsworth�s conflation of revelation, illusion, and sense 
perception (particularly vision) evokes an absent, forgotten or missing past 
via virtual effects. Wordsworth�s conflation of sensory perception, imagina-
tion and memory is so successful in the �Immortality Ode,� that it becomes 
difficult to distinguish whether an act of perception or imagination has taken 
place. This occurs because the poem co-opts operations of imagination 
and sensory perception to unify the self and the objects of its contemplation 
(which are located in material reality). This internalisation of external reality 
occurs after stanza eight�s centroversion � when a �mind circles and haunts 
a particular place� � of the cosmos on the symbol of the child.23 Centro-
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version, which resituates geographical loci as mental topoi, inscribes mate-
rial from the external material world, internally. After the symbol of the child 
is moved by the narrator to produce the child-cosmos relation � which uni-
fies human and non-human � a liminal space in-between reality and unreal-
ity, myth and dream, is unveiled. The adult narrator then provisionally 
glimpses an eternal world, that is productive of primitive, profound truths in 
memory. The poem celebrates this unveiling of humanity�s earliest forget-
ting/s, �in our embers / is something that doth live� (143. 130-1), because 
these are residues of a fugitive (i.e., forgotten by humanity) past that �na-
ture yet remembers� (143. 132).  

The adult narrator now claims he is celebrating neither childhood nor 
its liberty: Not for these I raise / The song of thanks and praise� (143. 140-
1). Instead, it is the child�s earliest, imaginative perspectives on unreality, 
�Of sense and outward things, / Fallings from us, vanishings� (143. 143-4) 
that are privileged. Wordsworth afterward aligns the child�s primary view of 
reality (located at the origins of life) with virtual, �worlds not realized� (144. 
146). The child�s �High instincts� (144. 147) discern these unrealities. 
These original affections and their shadowy recollections are the master 
light of human sight and knowledge (144. 149-53). As intimations of sacred 
being, these primary feelings and the remembrances that accompany them 
cannot perish or be destroyed.  

After the narrator assures himself that nature is a permanent medium 
of recollection, a discontinuous change from present to past tense occurs. 
The adult afterwards �fills in� this temporal gap by activating symbols that 
unify nature and humanity. This unification is achieved via the imagination, 
which for Wordsworth is a power of the soul and a part of perception.24 
Human and non-human soul/s are unified through atemporal relations in an 
eternal time: �Hence in a season of calm weather / Though inland far we 
be, / Our Souls have sight of that immortal sea / Which brought us hither, / 
Can in a moment travel thither, / And see the Children sport upon the 
shore, / and hear the mighty waters rolling evermore� (144. 162-8). The 
animation of these mnemonic and perceptual symbols mediates the past 
through the present. Memorial absences are furthermore supplemented 
when the after-effects of absent sounds (hear the waters rolling) and vi-
sions (see the children sporting) move the poem�s virtual world through op-
erations of recall that mimic sensory experiences in the physical reality of 
the world. These modes of virtual sense perception produce passions that 
move (via shocks, rotations and reversals) the course of a remembering 
mind.25 Wordsworth�s art of memory subjects this data to reflection. It is 
thus capable of producing some degree of human agency through recollec-
tion, because it entails, �the ability to see one self in one�s own past ac-
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tions, to be able to recognize one�s action most vividly in a redescription.�26  
In stanza ten, the narrator�s senses are suspended so primary emo-

tions associated with that past can be recollected (and reflected on) in 
tranquillity. The narrator, who returns to the May scene of stanza three and 
four, reanimates its perceptual, and mnemonic symbols. The adult narrator 
now addresses the birds (as he had the Shepherd-Boy) to, �sing, sing a 
joyous song!� (144. 169). He also requests, �the young Lambs bound / As 
to the tabor�s sound!� (144. 170-1). The visual reanimation of bounding 
lambs, as well as the verbal reanimation of birds and tabors, makes the re-
called past virtual in the �Immortality Ode�. This virtual world is created by 
operations of recall that mimic sense perception. In the �Immortality Ode,� 
the past that is recollected in tranquillity is also imaginatively modified by 
additional information. That is, stanza ten is not characterised, as the 
poem�s previous stanzas were, by the adult narrator�s grief. When this 
scene is repeated, the narrator�s personal pronoun is further transferred 
from the singular �I�, to a plural �We�. This transference is complete when 
the adult narrator requests the (concrete or fictional) audience to partici-
pate: �We in thought will join your throng� (144. 172) with the scene de-
scribed. This is an example of how reflection on past experience constitu-
tionally modifies and memorially transforms the recalled past in Words-
worth�s �Immortality Ode�.  

At the end of stanza ten, loss disrupts adult vision: �What though the 
radiance which was once so bright / Be now for ever taken from my sight� 
(144. 176-7). Reality is then acknowledged; nothing can return the splen-
dours of the past. Yet the past�s residues can be recuperated. This pro-
vides adults with �Strength in what remains behind� (144. 181). These resi-
dues of the past offer humans compensation at a future-perfect time, �In 
years that bring the philosophy mind� (145. 187). The poem�s partial recov-
ery of the primitive past via virtual effects provides compensation for adult 
losses and aids adult recovery.27 The poem�s socio-political context (of 
adult losses) included the social upheavals of the 1789 French Revolution, 
the fall of the Bastille, the 1792-95 reign of Terror, the rise of Bonaparte 
and the ensuing Napoleonic wars. In a personal context, contemporary bi-
ographers and critics of Wordsworth have reminded us that Wordsworth 
witnessed the French Revolution�s spectacles firsthand, including the exe-
cution of his friend Gorsas.28  

In stanza eleven, the adult narrator addresses fountains, meadows, 
hills, groves and requests that his personal relation with nature remain 
bound to him: �Forebode not any severing of our loves!� (145. 189). The 
desire for a future continuation of a past, primary relation associates self 
with place. Wordsworth terms this relation �primal sympathy.� In the �Im-
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mortality Ode,� primal sympathy associates a past historical time, �Another 
race hath been, and other palms are won� (145. 200) with the adult narra-
tor�s present recovery: �Thanks to the human heart by which we live, 
Thanks to its tenderness, its joys, and fears� (145. 201-2). The concluding 
lines, �To me the meanest flower that blows can give / Thoughts that do of-
ten lie too deep for tears� (145. 203-4) reveals the presence of an affective 
space that is a locus of permanent truths in memory. In this space, truths in 
memory are intuited according to an individual�s internally generated 
ideal/virtual reality. The critical distance that the �Immortality Ode� estab-
lishes between the adult narrator and their recollections, �is the space of 
�metaxis�: the operation of the imagination which connects the perceptual 
environment with the virtual and abstract world of meanings which over-
code our perceptions.�29 In this space, imagination, and the virtual effects it 
induces has, according to Wordsworth, �no reference to images that are 
merely a faithful copy, existing in the mind, of absent external objects; but 
is a word of higher import, denoting operations of the mind upon those ob-
jects.�30 In this space, the contents of the past are creatively transformed 
by the operations used to recall it.  

Critics have argued Wordsworth�s poetry introduced a new sense of 
control in the habits of recollection common in the late eighteenth-
century.31 I contend this voluntary control was achieved by disentangling 
operations of imagination and perception from memory. Prior to Words-
worth, empiricism (the belief that all knowledge originates or is derived from 
experience) considered imagination and memory synonymous. In 1651 
Hobbes wrote: �Imagination and Memory, are but one thing.�32 Sense, or 
�originall fancy�, was caused by the pressure, �of externall things upon our 
Eyes, Eares, and other organs.�33 Hobbes stated imagination was, �nothing 
but decaying sense� (italics mine) whose sense impressions/images fade 
when their objects are absent. For Hobbes, fancy involved the ability to re-
tain sense impressions/images, while memory concerned their retention 
over time, �things Past have a being in Memory onely.�34  

In 1689 Locke claimed that simple ideas (�external visible resem-
blances�) in the mind had to correspond with external reality: �Our knowl-
edge, therefore, is real only so far as there is a conformity between our 
ideas and the reality of things.�35 Locke conceived the mind as a blank pa-
per, a tabula rasa upon which experience writes. For Locke, the retention of 
simple ideas (concepts like white or heat) in memory/imagination supported 
perception and allowed recollection to occur. Locke viewed memory as, 
�the power to revive again in our minds those ideas which, after imprinting, 
have disappeared, or have been as it were laid aside of sight.�36 If these 
dormant ideas are not refreshed, they fade. In Locke�s conception, fancy, 
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which is produced through resemblance/congruity, could mislead human 
understanding.37  

During the eighteenth century, the empirical understanding of imagina-
tion, memory and sense common in the seventeenth-century was signifi-
cantly modified. Wordsworth benefited from, and contributed to this altera-
tion, by developing a poetic understanding of these faculties. Wordsworth�s 
account of memory shifted theological terms of memory to morality, by 
claiming the intuited truths of memory are present to the �common heart� of 
all people. Wordsworth consolidated this claim by transferring the profound, 
permanent and sacred truths that the �Immortality Ode� generated, via 
primitive memory, from God to the child. Wordsworth�s account of memory 
therefore retains the structure of theological memory. Yet its emphasis on 
the capacity to recollect a primitive past according to an individual�s inter-
nally generated reality marks the historical end of a theologically conceived 
model of collective memory that functioned as the memory for God; mem-
ory, in this tradition was understood as a part of the soul, while Prudence 
was a part of rationality.38  

In the theological tradition, memory loss � and the errors that it pro-
duces in recall � was feared, as this could result in an individual�s and soci-
ety�s eternal damnation. For this reason this tradition, �imprinted on mem-
ory images of virtues and vices, made vivid and striking in accordance with 
the classical rules, as �memorial notes� to aid us in reaching Heaven and 
avoiding Hell.�39 In contradistinction to this tradition, Wordsworth�s model of 
recall substituted individual organisation for theological rule-governed 
memory conventions that promoted conformity to official ecclesiastic doc-
trine. Additionally, the self that is built on a disjunction in Wordsworth�s ac-
count of memory is no longer as unifiable as earlier theologies had claimed.  

Unlike previous empirical models, the �Immortality Ode�s� symbols and 
meanings do not completely correspond with material reality; instead, 
meaning is half-perceived and half-created. Wordsworth has stated his po-
etry was, �to treat of things not as they are, but as they appear; not as they 
exist in themselves, but as they seem to exist to the senses and to the pas-
sions.� 40 This suggests that the �Immortality Ode� is not intended to depict 
concrete reality (things as they are), but uses virtual effects (how things 
appear to the senses) to depict potential (what seems to exist) namely, vir-
tual worlds of experience. The original intuitions/primary recollections pro-
duced by these altered modes of sensory perception are, furthermore 
modified, through the involvement of the emotions/passions. This led to 
Wordsworth�s discovery of an imaginative, atemporal, affective component 
in recall. Wordsworth also discovered that perception (the internalisation of 
external data) occurs according to place. The �Immortality Ode�s� dual 
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propositions, therefore, not only respond to a lost creative power, but make 
evident that the ultimate value of the imagination is that it works independ-
ently, by forming relations with material reality, and as an autonomous 
power of the mind. For Wordsworth, imagination establishes a sense of 
place (enabling human belonging) in the physical reality of the world, and a 
sense of self, respectively.  

The �Immortality Ode� returns, through virtual operations of recollec-
tion, to the most primitive, original springs of life and nature, in order to par-
tially recover the unreality of primary childhood remembrance/s. However, 
as this poem demonstrates, childhood�s earliest, most profound truths � 
when accessed via adult recollection � are subject to degradation and 
transformation over time. These virtual memories, or original intuitions 
(even though grounded in childhood) cannot be maintained; they vanish 
through adult socialisation. Nonetheless, the intuitive truths that Words-
worth�s poem recuperates from the primitive past demonstrate how, by re-
shaping personal memories, new, imaginatively-rendered, selves can be 
actively produced. While this does not resolve the problem of the lost 
power described in stanzas I-IV, it does offer a potentially pleasurable 
mode of compensation for a failure identified within memory. In conclusion, 
the unintended consequence of Wordsworth�s use of virtual effects in op-
erations of recollection is that, by manipulating perceptual and mnemonic 
symbols to mimic sensory perception (which animates the inanimate and 
also converts absence to presence), and by actively and internally produc-
ing conjoined symbols of a primary relation, Wordsworth contributed to a 
trajectory whereby image-production and sense-perception have come to 
be perceived as merged.41 
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